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The governing heritage context adding to the lessons learned from recent Russian actions still applies to this day:

To quote George F Kennan’s review of reality of the USSR in 1946: “The very disrespect of Russians for objective truth—indeed, their disbelief in its existence—leads them to view all stated facts as instruments for furtherance of one ulterior purpose or another.”(7) And “At bottom of Kremlin’s neurotic view of world affairs is traditional and instinctive Russian sense of insecurity. …This thesis provides justification for that increase of military and police power of the Russian state, basically this is only the steady advance of uneasy Russian (19th, 20th). Centuries of Soviet imperial nostalgic lie’s)CPV, nationalism, a centuries old movement in which conceptions of offense and defense are inextricably confused.” (7) Quoting from the late Sir Winston Churchill, Iron Curtain speech of March 5, 1946, “There is nothing which they admire so much as strength, and there is nothing for which they have less respect than for military weakness.” Former Secretary of State the late Dean Rush stated it another way “…The Russians are trying to show the world they can do whatever they want, wherever they want, and we are powerless to stop them.” - Dean Rush stated “If they succeed… Then RFK noted: “It will be Munich all over again.” Dean Rush then went on to say, “Yes, appeasement only makes them more aggressive…” Quoting the late former Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, to the affect that negotiations are a waste of time giving them time for their agenda game, “For the last fifteen years, I have fought here at this table alongside your predeccessors in the struggle against the Soviets. Gentlemen, I do not wish to seem melodramatic, but I do wish to impress upon you one observation with all conceivable sincerity. A lesson I have learned with bitter tears and great sacrifice. The Soviet understand only one language: action. It respects only one word: force.”

Fully recognizing the Soviet historical heritage of an over 400-1000-year-old archaic brittle statehood nationalism, & autocracy governing model of rule by authoritarian regimes through the main elements of propaganda & threats of repression not by laws enforced by a democratic republic legal system. They are a profoundly spiritual peoples with its tragic political & military elites control culture, a legacy deeply rooted in an authoritarian strongman instinctive contempt of the advanced Free World democratic republics verses their criminalized centralized state government power, its historical heritage differences and the Russian Asian authoritarian collective mind set with its paranoid xenophobic and mystification (myth) perspective believing their own lies. Yet on the individual’s nature of the scientists, engineers, technicians, workers, entrepreneurs, scholars, writers and artists, level they are a peaceful, caring and very bright, family very open generosity orientated peoples of many ethnic heritages with a sense of humor that rivals any nation’s peoples. Yes, Russia is a melting pot of immigrants from that part of the world of many ethnic backgrounds. They are certainly brilliant in their engineering thought their system’s engineering and quality control philosophy is incompetent lagging far behind the United States of America perspective regardless of the governance heritage they have had to endure through the ages.

A series of Quoting’s Rabbi – Menachem Manis Hakohen Friedman discussion of the European and Easterners as compared with the American reality:

A. Does Judaism Have a Future? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfG6D-JEWDyTJO, June 24, 2020

“Herman Woke, “This is America, here you cannot tell people to do anything.” ....” Rebbe- This is not Europe, here you can't tell people to do anything but if you teach them here in America, they can do anything.... The Rebbe believed in America.... Because of something Americans have because Europeans, Easterners do not have....

The American was uncomplicated. The mentality in the East and in Europe had become too complicated. Because of the difficulties of life political difficulties over generations people developed a shrewdness a complex personality because you could not say what you thought you could not do what you believed, you could not be honest and straight forward, you had to play the game. Whether it was under the Tsars, or Communism or under Sultans or dictators. So, people developed these (tortured) dual personalities. You behaved one way, you think another way, wishing things were a third way, you became very complex as nothing was simple. ..... There were no honest answers, there was always some scheme going on. It made people less than honest. Americans did not have that problem. The American were straight forward. I say what I believe, I believe what I say. There was a wholesomeness and honesty at the same time there was an openness a kind of cosmopolitan mentality where the American feels comfortable anywhere in the world. They thought globally they had a much bigger view of reality and life than the restricted thinking in Europe. Freedom allowed us to serve God whole hearted and with no fear with pride. It allows it to share with others something we could not do in Europe for at least 2,000 years. (1,800 years) Here in America if you teach people, they can do everything there are no restrictions here... than it was in the old country...the future is religion becoming the foundation of civilization....The only way a democracy can work, contrary to what they were taught in Russia if you elect a government that enforces the laws that you believe in the most in, the principles you wanted to live by you elect a government that is going to support that life style and enforce that style on people who want those laws, who have those values. But if you do not start off with values, if you do not already have a belief in God given laws then you must have a dictatorship because people are going to mis behave. Who is going to stop them but a very strong government oppressive arm? It is true you cannot impress a democracy on people who do not believe in it ...All they want is the freedoms with none of the responsibility never the values none of the principals just freedom – that is when anarchy starts to show some strong-arm dictator is bound to take over.

There is a God and you cannot have civilization without the belief in God. The uncomplicated honest straight forward innocent commitment that an American is capable of ... would bring fresh idealism compared with what it was in Europe. We are not needy but God needs us for his purposes.


Freedom on the one hand the American was uncomplicated, the Americans did not have to scheme to survive like we had to do in Europe – everything was a scheme never give your real age, always have false papers (living a lie), because it was dangerous to be at this place or that. So, life was a bunch of schemes you couldn't trust anybody or rely on anybody. It was a tortured frame of mind. The simplicity of life in America allowed people to relax and breath. You did not have there......God desires to be invited down to Earth by serving his needs because we have no needs.”
Arrogance is the root of all evil.

The Old (as it was before) is gone and dies like Communism no body destroyed it, no body killed it. It was a big lie and it fell apart (as predicted). When evil becomes so blatantly evil it is committing suicide killing its self. It is hidden in some noble slogans being so idealistic as Communism is all “for the benefit of the workers”. It hid and even it couldn’t last more than 70 years. Now it is not hiding at all so it cannot last a few weeks so watch it crumble, watch it fall apart, first it will be uncovered and that will look horrible. We are getting worst and then watch how it dries up and disappears…Evil will destroy itself. Heading to the final reality intolerance of its own falseness. The younger generation of children literally recognize the lies that will inspire the older generation better than us”. (Today maskovki is undoing itself doomed as the will out of truth will prevail as little deeds make life better bringing light to life as what you do affects all.)


“…in an atheist society there is no right and wrong just police and the police can be wrong terribly wrong – a vivid lesson of God in human life – there will be no civilization, no societies, there will be no life without a fundamental belief in God as a foundation belief in the ten commandments and the awareness that God cares, God see’s, God notices, and it either pleases him or displeases him that is enough to make you behave. …The evil cannot hide its going to collapse on its self – people will not put up with evil hiding under some legitimacy. Turn on the light…All the years of all of history where evil could last 1,000-2,000 years Communism lasted 70 years. the reason it lasted that long because it hid behind some legitimacy lie but when it’s not hiding it cannot last 70 years it cannot last a weekend So blatantly an unapologetically it killing itself. It is undoing itself which is exactly what happen to Communism nobody destroyed it, it destroyed itself, it simply imploded as there was no legitimacy left - one big evil empty unworkable, inhuman, anti-civilization, lie so it collapsed. Gorbachev was smart enough to say I am not going to go down; (with that ship of State) I am stepping out. He became a hero but even that evil lasted way too long but it masqueraded as a blessing to the workers more equality to every human being among itself as some kind of moral virtue. Today the evil is not bothering to masquerade so it is finished as it shows itself it is going to look really frightening. We could get discouraged but we should not as we are watching it undo itself. And that was also predicted”. Truth will be lost in evil induced chaos but that will not last because of better values. Out of the darkness comes light as everything you do affects all in the world.”

God given responsibilities. We must all serve God’s needs through his everlasting laws that never change as our biggest purpose as we are needed. That is the how and what as well as why we exist. Need is the mother of all invention driving the need motivations that no longer apply today. Russia has been waking up from a bad nightmare but authoritarian rule has returned though greatly weakened from its predecessors as foretold. Yes, arrogance breeds evil throughout the world and the United States of America is no different as the USA’s Virginia State flag states “Thus always to tyrants” the execution of still applies.

The Soviet governing rule enforcers delusions of grandeur that Russia has a mission mentality and State sponsored fundamental resentment, fear, distrust of the West and its responsible individualistic culture, values of God given laws, democratic republic, institutions, free markets, motivations and its strong suspicion of authority which challenges the Soviet’s centralized authoritarian rule by the military and political Kremlin elites that victimizes the populace very susceptible heritage. They have no democratic republic rule of law experience that worked well that was legitimate as all power was hijacked by the corrupt Mafia like mob. Nomenclature, and Oligarchs then replaced by a new generation group of Mafia like Nomenclature, Oligarch criminals. Historically they are just carbon copies of Chinggis Khan’s Golden Horde central authoritative rule followed by Tsar-ism in various permutation forms. Historically the Russians are characterized by their respect for authoritarian strongman rule. The Papa knows best peasant attitude still pervades today verses individualistic responsible rationality. Their perversity to lie to themselves or not quite tell the whole story is a manifestation of the repressive authoritarian communist society atmosphere. Historic Social practices of control was driven by revenge motivational with its characteristic deception as nothing was as it seemed because deluding the people with psychological warfare and disinformation myths. There was nothing legitimate about the communist system as it was an unworkable fraud lie from the beginning. Extortion was a normal way of life. It is a very Byzantine conspirator endemic liars to each other way of life.

The political & military elites control Kremlin decisions with their close relationship of property and politics and power were never separated throughout Russian history. The Russian heritage of doing business has not changed for those in office of the ruling class Nomenclature, Oligarch as those whom are paid for favors and how those that create real trouble for the officials in charge via from the Kremlin’s authority as they are pushed aside or in rare occasions (not like Stalin’s time since the rebel Nikita S. Khrushchev took over) flat out rubbed out by whatever means dictated at the time but not mafia like but similar practice remains the unchanged difference from Western business practices never adopted in the Russian State, today of dealing with those breaking with the controlled order of things.

The concept of Russia and the Byzantine national cultural heritage development influences came with the introduction of Official ideology of Nationalism, Autocracy and Orthodox Christianity from the south eastern portion of old Russia. That Western imported heritage and culture was absorbed and highly modified with it norther culture heritage that created a very different mentality mindset in its perception verses those outside the concept of the Russia State. The Russians are fond of calling themselves the “Third Rome” after Rome of the Roman Empire and Constantinople, of the Ottoman Empire in that order. Yet it is an unfulfilled delusional concept of Mother Russia. The Third Rome idea that they are a world nuclear power is but a distraction from their strategic weakness and economic failures as psychological warfare on their populace and the world at large like previous rulers of the Kremlin rules, of centralized control bluffed, except for their nuclear weapons.

This Communists corrupt mafia like mob Socialism was and is anti-civilization. Whether right wing, Nazis, nationalist like ideology fascist’s which breeds war as the last century taught us or left wing, socialist, communists all lead to the same
political military based authoritarian mass psychological warfare, cultural deception and repression wasting untold human lives as an anti-civilization regime system.

How much has been historically altered or disinformation issued to cover truth such that the Soviets themselves never knew the truth deceiving them own selves. A surreal society full of information-psychological warfare with its endless mind games based on more lies true to their heritage another bluff to cover their weaknesses. Their tendency to use hyperbole was just a manifestation of show off bluster without foundation to fulfill. History spirals. This is an objective process, repeated over and over again. You can regret for the lost time restorative nostalgic lies and to mourn about the past greatness, but the facts remain above this is that the Soviet people’s belief in the will out of history Eschatology still sustains itself in believing in wicked myths of lies.

Why does Communism and Capitalism always need a motivating enemy? “The myth of Socialism that power could be exercised scientifically by elite centralized planners, engineering planning and control means", interfered with individuality verses the controlled States conceptual plans. This is an all too real surreal science fiction economic system and repressive society with government by Soviet mafia like thugs perpetuating criminality in its hidden black-market economy to just survive. Pretending to live in a controlled society pretending to be paid and pretending to work with drunkenness on the job was an all-too-common occurrence. The Soviet system simply could not admit failure unless it was forced to do so thus it was never acknowledged.

“Derzhava” IE: “fear of their country projection as displayed by Soviet belligerence bluff & bluster showoff, use of military aggression for political goals, or “false flag operation” loaded with asymmetric lies believing their own lies to themselves psychological warfare doctrine of lies, is survival in their view is really a clear-cut sign of the regimes all too real chronic weakness. Yes, the U.S.S.R., Russia is a monument to the art of bluster and war, that has won them nothing only repeating of mistakes past rulers of greater Russia. Russia has been invaded many times from many directions with few successes except by Chinggis Khan’s Golden Horde that imposed their cultural mentality on the masses. Yes, drunk the Russians defeated Napoleon’s invasion and drunk they defeated Hitler’s invasion and other invasions by Sweden and Poland also through a scorched earth and voluntary retrofitting temporary relocation operation, in addition to withheld cooperation with the invaders. Then let the infamous Russian winters do the rest to defeat their invaders followed with stinging retribution wiping out of what survives chasing them back from wince they have come and more. Russia’s vast collective defense has been its ponderous expansive territories covering some eleven time zones giving them more than enough room to voluntarily relocate from invaders onslaught by any clown’s that would attempt such a foolish mere human effort. No foreign country or alliance has conquered Russia and they never will for what useless purpose. Yes, Russia is surrounded with unfriendly nations for obvious reasons that have historically threatened it but not in today’s world. I mean who is fool enough to invade Russia for its miserable reality.

Communist dogma calls for the enemies of “Mother Russia” to supply the things needed to “Russia’s” so called powerful Military State to waste the invaders the Russian way. “They will supply us the resources to kill them” Thus today and before in the former Soviet Union was more dependent in large part on the revenues from the resources exported to external nations. This left the former Soviet Union vulnerable to its ultimate predetermined expected demise.

They are always avoiding responsibility a pervasive passive submissive fatalism legacy. Criminalized State government replacing one set of criminals for another set of unchanged and unreformed criminals. The Russian Asian governing mafia like mob mentality is all too self-evident. It is a deceptive way of life and actions. The military structure was the State the State was the military, dogmatic Marxist (a German ideology in origin and essence long since disregarded in Western Europe), Leninist theory Materialist Determinism. Cover thy image with masquerade of denial in the face of total defeat. The Russians can never ever be trusted but to lie as a way of life. The Soviets actually believe their own lies to themselves. This is the classic primitive criminal authoritarian mentality in which they only hear that which they want to hear and nothing else shutting off any other considerations. In so doing they fail to recognize its impact on themselves much less their fellow citizenry and all humanity that is the ultimate “Stupid” stupidity dooming themselves to an ordained self-destruction. The truth is not in them they must first ask officially for it as they believe and live the century’s old lies. This society is so very different from the rest of humanity because of the way they evolved in isolation with repeated invasions and offensive war or preparing for war is survival in their view.

It is a nation without hope that will not reform its alien way or change to be compatible with the rest of humanity. To a large degree the same applies to deceptive China. Both still living the authoritarians or communist that has lost all legitimacy in Russia and PRC China replaced by authoritarian nationalism like 19th, 20th. Centuries of Soviet imperial nostalgic lie and its certain threat that can and will spin out of control to inevitable nuclear war. The fact of it is that Russia is a very alien mentality society to most of humanity. Today it is a next generation post-Soviet era governing mafia like mob in charge. They were and still are the governing mob mafia like criminals the most primitive form of governance existence known to human civilization that continues to perpetuate itself, The Bolsheviks were the criminal mafia mob Asian mentality with nothing legitimate about them. The secret police KGB was the main means of political control and power as the authoritarian State needs Security Services of the KGB secret police not the economics of the West the Soviets could not withstand social instability that threatens the existence of the central Soviet State. Regardless of what labels they give themselves today they remain a criminal military autocracy, authoritarian 18th, 19th, and 20th. Centuries of Soviet imperial nostalgic lie’s nationalist like war monger’s identifiable evil (versus good) anti-Yeshua beast’s elitist old Soviet-style governing bureaucracy that will not reform generation after generation from its centralized control from Moscow hell bent to separate Russia from the real world of reality. A reality the Russian people are unwilling to face.
Why? Mother Russia’s leadership needs to grow up and join the rest of the human race for its own good and prissiness of life of humanities existence. Indeed, the rest of humanity must let the Russians into the greater economics of the real world for change for humanity’s wellbeing but it was rejected eaten alive for the traditional ways by the oligarch’s, FSB, (KGB) Soviets. They had their opportunity but would not reform or learn the lessons. That broken relationship with the rest of humanity is their reflection of their very deep level of ambitions selfishness because they believe their own lies to themselves via the “Cold War” defeat which they have not resolved as a festering psychological feeling of abuse that has been abused in very awful Western vengeful greed, (KGB) political decisions that can and will compromise the existence of that part of civilizations. Revenge is not ours to take as that is the realm of (God, YeHoVaH) and (Mashiah (Yeshua)) only. Globalization has real limits as is self-evident and it must be replaced by deglobalization with de-imperialization globally.

Repeated anachronistic restoration attempts by the military and political leadership repeating the same means mistakes of past reactionaries’ rulers in Russian history continues to eat the Russian leadership alive throughout history. That festering feeling of abuse resolution of the Russian relationship with the rest of humanity must come from them first by not permitting the repeating of mistakes of past rulers of greater Russia in addition to not allowing the lies to them-selves to control their civilization. Otherwise, humanity is doomed to resume the “Cold War” again 16-30 years after the end of the previous “Cold War” which is exactly where we find ourselves today with greater Russia. History is repeating itself. This same kind of authoritarian anti-civilization decisions of the present Russia leadership is an exceptionally dangerous situation for all humanity but is very threatening to greater Russia very existence. It is a guarantee of a much greater conflict followed with even more conflict threatening human civilizations existence. History is indeed repeating itself reversing the sides positions as if we have learned nothing from the Cuban Missile Crisis and the history lessons from post-World War-Il aftermath and throughout the Cold War-1 ramifications full of present-day western US nationalism conservatives mistook political errors decisions impeding humanity to a war of the planet’s civilizations. Face the facts of errors in U. S. foreign policy destruction of democratic democracy globally. The U. S. has seriously undermined beguiled itself internally from within making the world much more dangerous to all humanity. Just how stupid can nations leadership excuses get?

When considering the (USIC) United States Intelligence Community its purpose to keep government and military informed to avoid surprise but especially the President and the Congressional leadership is very justified for proper decision making.

However, when it and its contractors cooperate with known terrorist organizations it tends to be very destructive exacerbating the issues driving the actions that is self-defeating. Yes, it can in specific tasks requirements be justified but with strict limits to the security requirements. Entirely too long it has been obvious that CIA and community contractors’ involvement as terrorist must be limited and constantly reviewed with precise focus directives

We must get away from interfering with “National Severity” none imperialist mind set manner of intent less it gets to potential nuclear war threat situation. The Truman, Eisenhower and subsequent LBJ administrations followed the old ways of outdated imperialism world control US policies while JFK’s administration objected to the pursuit of imperialistic policies in order to assure world safer for democratic republics freedom in its foreign policy intent speech on Peace outlined this in his June 10, 1963 speech at American University in Washington D. C. USA. A modernized updated version of that speech that also considers Vladimir Putin’s speeches of 2007, 2014, 2021 and 2022 should be considered for humanity’s sake.

Mankind abuse of their fellow humankind justifying aggressions is abusive terrorism conducted by some elements of the USIC Leonid Brezhnev regimes reversal of the Nikita Khrushchev anti-imperialism control in favor of the old imperialist ways. Briefly there was detente with the Brezhnev regime leadership that served time for the Soviet’s to catch up with the world in their view. Running to disarmament to catch up again.

The hypocrisy propaganda of US Foreign Policy Power Regime Change World Domination Doctrine Policy stealing “National Severity” of the world’s nations to destroy any emerging rival’s world powers which is not following obediently the US Democratic democracy that is not to be tolerated remains the prevailing ultimate US arrogance that is the critical provoking global issue the full naria of what we are doing that it is not being recognizing for its impact endangering all humanity including its self. In deed some of the activities going on inside the politically divided Ukraine prior to the present war is what Russia became so alarmed about their own outdated imperialist near abroad countries policy harming itself by not recognizing “National Severity” rights.

It will take an act of YeHoVaH (God) and Messiah, Mashiah (Yeshua) and Mother Miriam (Mary) to save humanity from our selves perpetuated disastrous greed driven suicide by our global actions and thus we shall be judged by YeHoVaH (God) and Mashiah (Yeshua) and Mother Miriam (Mary).

The Soviets did separate nuclear issues from all others. While the leadership was restraint by the collective power check and balances of the Politburo, which had been through the WW-Il experience, whom ousted Nikita Khrushchev from office after his dangerous nuclear adventurism of the Cuban Missile crisis, exposing the USSR’s strategic weaknesses. Resorting to nuclear weapons would be the last desperate act of the dying authoritarian State. (CPV) See it as the reality before us always the Russian manly way of the Bear revealing its weaknesses.…… Cooperating with these new criminals undermines freedoms responsibilities, with these new anti-Free World policies intentions regionally and globally is simply not a workable option for the rest of Free Humanity. The Russian Federation near abroad policy directive to cooperate with” Mother Russia” or they will force it upon them, to lesser capable authoritarian nations to do so policy and action wise is a very dangerous aggressive president now a very real reality “fait accompli” attempt to recreate an authoritarian anti-civilization restoration Eurasians’ Empire
remake of the former Soviet Union by rebuilding the Russian Federation near abroad policy directive buffer zones for security. Putin’s military assault on the Ukrainian infrastructure is to depopulate the nation for take over as their form of repeated historical butchery conquest. Russia’s last gasp of Putin’s attempt intently to take back all former satellite states that are now independent nations many now NATO members, by repeating the WW-II soviet conquest is why the world must stop these crimes before all humanity in the Ukraine now once and for all by every legitimate means available.

The Soviet Union’s leadership after Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev was historically re-creating the same traditional Russian mob tragic heritage of their own delusions that haunts authoritarian power believing in their own lies to them-selves, with no resemblance to real nation state management only mis-management. The Brezhnev era mis-management of domestic economic failure “stagnation” and afterwards the former Soviet Union lost in the science and technological innovation race with the external world dependent on external innovations. Centuries of obsession with technology especially foreign technology imports preferred modernization without economic benefits undercut the State by not creating innovative domestic production.

Indeed, the eastern satellites states Belarus, Poland and the Ukraine, “long known as the wheat, bread basket of the (former) U.S.S.R.” (10) was the source for much of the USSR, Russian advanced technological capability besides that stolen from the outside world. Indeed, even today the world has stupidly provided Russian with the technologies to destroy us because their pathetically small industrial base only improved with that world technology. Yes, Russia is a much-reduced U.S.S.R. strength wise with its required materials for its strategic and nuclear systems but is entirely dependent on foreign imports for other technologies many of which are critical to those industries without internal development. This is one of several “Achilles Heels” of the Russian’s today that is vulnerable to blockade action. “The Soviet (Russian) Southern Sea Route, in both directions, carries at least twenty times, if not more, cargo between the Russian far east and “European Russia” than of which the Russian transcontinental-Siberian railroad is capable” (10) “This Russian war will have a high impact on the agricultural and food production of wheat, soybeans, corn, potatoes and fruit.” (10) Control of the northern coast of the Black Sea is the food, industrial life line of the Russian multi-ethnic empire today thus the aggressive Russian Ukrainian invasion, Russia has now closed all the northern Black Sea ports of the Ukraine to commerce. To restore the agricultural food production of the Ukrainian to avoid potential global famine mean Russia must be defeated in the Ukraine and ultimately collapse which is apparently in progress from subtle indicators. Yes, the USA, European, and Asian allies must rev up its industrial war machine to take on this war threat as well as increase food production while preparing the nation to survive and helping our allies with this threat to civilization survival with Yehovah (God) and Mashiach (Yeshua) and Mother Miriam (Mary) help mankind. Yes, we must continue the lend lease policy with the institution of the “Marshall Plan II”, and NATO membership to strengthen the peace immediately mobilizing for a very quick response against aggression on the eastern NATO front for peace, freedom, strength and prosperity.

Soviet, Russian dependence on western free world science and technology in recent history has been exemplified with its permitted purchase of new highly accurate laser and computer program-controlled machine tools and welding equipment for rocket engine component production from USA and European suppliers instead of promoting domestic R&D and high-tech production development. This is in part why the USA has issued the White House Russian sanctions policy over the Ukrainian war. “Cut off more than half of Russia’s high technology imports, restricting Russian access to vital technological inputs, atrophying its industrial base, and undercutting Russia’s strategic ambitions to exert influence on the world stage.” Russian industry can’t survive without foreign technology now sanctioned heading for a decade long rebuild from collapse if it ever takes place. This has been repeatedly demonstrated with Russian attaches FSB, GRU spying to get foreign technology which did not go unobserved. The Americans including the, Europeans and Asians could see right through the stupid embassy clown’s whose performance was truly comical as they complained to one another on their failures in full open observation.

The results have been that the U.S. has not utilized the Russian rocket engine technology acquired for its benefit. That was muscled out by free enterprise own separate rocket engine development. Ultimately the US will pay the price for that decision with its consequences now in progress.

Its climate is abysmal to make civilization work much less survive and the soldiers in the Ukrainian campaign are confiscation grain and modern western agricultural machinery, washing and drying machines like they are starving but stealing foreign technology at the same time as they did during WW-II and afterwards. Russia literally does not have enough conventional forces personnel to occupy and subdue the Ukrainian nations population. What Putin has done in a few months is committing national self-sacrifice destruction of fifty years of strategic technological, economic and military civilization planning redevelopment. It is a deep miscalculation of Russian capability with brutal lessons which will severely impact its civilization for decades to come. Previously noted, former Secretary of State the late Dean Rusk stated it another way “...The Russians are trying to show the world they can do whatever they want, wherever they want, and we are powerless to stop them. - Dean Rusk stated if “They succeed...” Then RFK noted: “It will be Munich all over again,” Dean Rusk then went on to say: “Appeasement only makes them more aggressive...”. How far Putin will go with this gambit and how to react if he resorts to nuclear weapons which must not go unanswered is the basis of the present overall policy restraint. No, we are not powerless to stop them in many ways however we choose. That takes into account US interest through our policy actions that speak to that reality. He knows nuclear war is not an option reality for Russia. He would not get away with it as he has already committed national self-sacrifice for his country. Noting that the prevailing winds across the Ukrainian country run west to east means that the radio activity from Russian nuclear strikes would fall on Russia’s territory. Indeed, in a full contest with the advanced technology world Russia would be annihilated. Close read and listen to the YouTube, “Calling Russia’s nuclear bluff - Russian nuclear doctrine & the Ukraine war,” tends to limit Putin’s nuclear options psychological warfare report: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tz-zO9Do6C0. The US isreading all the Russian oligarch’s including oligarch Vladimir Putin ruling inner circle e-mails and much more as is publicly known. That in and of itself has its deception limitations as is understood.
Putin’s open necked confirmation of his end game intent of restoration of the Russian imperial power ambitions of the 18th., 19th., and 20th. Century harkening back to the Peter the Great era. IE. another way off the deep end “Anti-Christ,” “Anti-Yeshua ben (God, YeHoVaH),” mere human Hitler type he-satanic mortal beast. There is no reasoning with this beast with his asymmetric psychological warfare with what we do reversed in our face as he prepares to retake the Balkan states members of NATO and other Eastern European states.

There is no safe horizon for him and his 120 inner circle FSB criminal oligarch’s power structure that is not stable because it is based on 50 years or older FSB strong-men personalities which is not endurable. They are interested only in their own elitist self-preservation of the old ways tyranny. There are very few younger replacements available as all the rest are rubbed out dead or in prisons. Leadership collapse is approaching at this rate. The economics is self-centered with no attention being focused on jobs with incentives, and real reliable information, not psychological warfare lies and the plight of the common people’s welfare or internal R&D innovative domestic development. The very weak pathetic Russian economy of today is insane with a GDP no greater than the US state of Texas cannot sustain its war conquest efforts much less survive as a nation state with its one-person rule Autocracy. In deed over 70% of the Russian economy due to sanction from the globe has rendered the Ruble worthless. The bankers of the globe are doing as they did once the USSR was coming into existence with its crazy surreal economics by not recognizing the Ruble as a viable negotiable currency. Todays tortured he-satanic criminal mind sole of the deranged illegitimate Vladimir Putin is making the same mistakes as past Russian rulers living in the 18th... 19th and 20th centuries lies. He continues to undermine any democratic government and their institutions in the world primarily aimed at the United States demise,(CPV)! Putin, however we can hope, knows the limits of his gambit of what is and is not possible which is highly doubted. He continues to have Eschatology delusional faith in the will out of Russian history. “We must today think of the criminal oligarch’s including oligarch Vladimir Putin as the great, grandson of Joseph Stalin. “ (10) " Though Vladimir Putin is a Russian Market minded authoritarian regime it still is not facing reality of the real world it must change to survive. Russia once again is attempting to turn back YeHoVaH history clock since the post 1991 revolution the illegitimate Vladimir Putin attempt to be a charismatic leader is yet another gambit for the Russian delusion of a “Third Reich.” Leadership with an authoritarian with the former Soviet Union’s “Empire remake” to the Russian Czar’s ambitions on the KGB (FSB) led Eastern Orthodoxy faith and so called traditional Russian authoritarian values believing their own lies under the central control of Moscow based authoritarian KGB (FSB) political rule. The attempt to break NATO through Germany has only strength NATO. One of the present brutal lessons is that Russia cannot push Europe around. No country has the power to determine the future only (God, YeHoVaH).

Russian historical demographics with most of the population moved to the cities where children are an economic burden from its agricultural country-based population has reduced national population growth from seven children to less than two per family with an immediate labor impact about to hit home. Today after this year is facing population implosion which will not allow the conscript-based military to have enough soldiers for national requirements not to mention external empire adventures with the educated S&T personnel for the industries which the military up to now has provided The lack of enough S&T, industrial personnel, labor from high school technical training education level, university level professionals, is greatly degraded will have a devastating impact on its future much less world competition economic capability. This post World War II issue impacted the Russian Soviet's S&T community during the lunar race and is now about to impact the Russian's again. The lack of labor and the degraded educational system has impacted officer, management training in the military, civil sectors as well. They cannot keep everything financed much less provide the educated personnel required. Indeed, the catastrophic woefully inadequate Russian military equipment has been found to be very vulnerable not meeting world standards much less performing their assigned tasks. They are easily slaughtered in addition to Russian aircraft not having a highly reliable much less accurate targeting operable GPS system confirming its military hardware weakness. All captured Russian hardware are loaded with western electronics showing just how dependent on foreign science and technology, software computer-based systems they are.

How long it is going to take them to run to arm’s control to catch up once again because they cannot compete with the modern real world?

The PRC China is pursuing this to acquire world science and technology at other counties expense. Russia has nothing to offer the (PRC) China which is even more vulnerable to the US applied sanctions that would literally destroy their regime if it gets out of line with Taiwan leaving them very circumspect sobered with their authoritarian nationalist policy imperialist empire attempts. In deed Putin lied to the PRC leadership which was a serious insult. China PRC must pursue economic cooperation with Taiwan and remove the nuclear weapons aimed at Taiwan because it is not justifiable. This should be part of China’s rethinking of its policies that only time will answer.

This period realistically displayed the bleakness of the then Soviet situation historical cultural, economic, political and diplomatically. The “Orwellian nightmare State” created by Khrushchev's, mediocre, conservative, reactionaries, hostile over through successors in their “grim attempt to turn the clock back.” The only struggle going in on inner circles asserts Shub, is between the conservatives and the reactionaries, and all suffer from a self-inflicted blindness to real conditions in the outside world,” (XX) This is the last desperate act of a self-destructive he-satanic evil of a dying authoritarian state but at what price to humanity in judgement which is in our hands before YeHoVaH (God) and Messiah, Mashiah (Yeshua) and Mother Miriam (Mary). Not much has changed in this systemic loser state throughout history, though technically incorrect to a large degree is incapable of projecting real power except for its nuclear weapons to protect it from any threat to its existence, though the real threat to its multi ethnic empire existence is themselves from within this near self-deceiving beguiling he-satanic beast leadership of Russia. Yes, this is the last desperate act of a self-destructive dying authoritarian state lie from within Russia. Just out live the aggressors as they will collapse of their own lies accord as history has taught.

Reference:
Notes:
Information on these programs continues to be very slowly declassified by both the U.S. and Russian government and industry entities and this process is expected to take perhaps fifty more years to be completed if it ever is completed. Declassification in Russia today has for all practical purposes stopped in the face of industry proprietary reasoning and the draconian classification system that essentially declassifies nothing especially after the classifier is deceased. Once deceased there is no system for declassification in Russia today that has no Freedom of Information act or mandatory declassification legal requirements.